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This is an INTERACTIVE and inhanced eBook with integrated audio. You can enjoy having the audio at your fingertips
along with the color illustrations within the book. Visit www.persianstepbystep.com to access links to listen to FREE audio
tracks. Learn Farsi the fast, fun, and easy way with this engaging audio-visual program created to 'make Farsi easy' for
absolute beginners. 'Persian Step By Step' is a comprehensive program and includes: essential vocabulary; easy Persian
dialogues as spoken in Iran; detailed grammar charts; fun exercises, cultural notes, and a quick writing guide. The
recordings include clear English instructions with concise time allowed for your repetition. For easy pronunciation, all
dialogues are transcribed in the Latin alphabet, as well as the Persian script. This is Persian Step By Step 'Level One',
second edition. ('Level Two' is currently only available on Amazon).
Over 52 million tablet devices were sold during the fourth quarter of 2012 and sales are predicted to continue to increase
in years to come. These lightweight mobile computing devices are quickly becoming an integral part of patrons’ everyday
lives. Libraries are responding by incorporating them into their programs and services. Using Tablets and App in Libraries
outlines how libraries can support this new BYOD (bring your own device) culture including offering app events and
instruction, installing mounted tablets within the library, offering tablet lending programs, initiating tablet training programs
for staff, and ways to evaluate and use quality apps.
The book that keeps you from chucking your computer out your Window Windows 11 arrives with the promise of being
the fastest, most secure, and most flexible of the operating system yet. That doesn't mean it's always easy to make your
computer work faster, more securely, and more flexible. This book offers help for those moments when you ask yourself
"what the heck is my computer doing?" You'll find guidance on how to get around the newly updated Windows 11
interface, how to use new Windows tools like Teams and widgets, and even how to bring Android apps on board your
device to simplify your processes. Once you know your way around, you'll spend less time answering Windows questions
and more time getting things done. Inside... Starting with the Start menu Finding where your files are hiding Adding in
Android apps Adding separate user accounts to keep your kids out of your business Connecting to the universe (via wifi)
Getting chummy with Teams Customizing your widgets Switching to a laptop
The Rough Guide to Android Phones and Tablets is a must-have introduction for anyone picking up a new Android
device. Written for the newest Android platform, the book covers everything you need to know to make the most of your
new device, from the basics right through to advanced techniques and tricks. We've tried and tested thousands of apps
across a full range of categories and bring you 100 of the best, complete with codes you can scan into your Android
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device to grab the app straight from the book.
Explore your Galaxy Tab S with an expert tour guide at your side Samsung Galaxy Tab S For Dummies is a user-friendly
guide to getting the most out of your new tablet. You'll discover how different the tablet experience is from the desktop,
laptop, or smartphone, and learn how to take advantage of everything your Galaxy Tab S has to offer. This entertaining
guide walks you through each feature one by one, helping you learn exactly what your tablet can do for you. With
everything from reading to playing games and surfing the Internet, you will learn how to be productive and have fun, too!
Navigate your Galaxy Tab S easily, and get acquainted with the keyboard Send e-mail, browse the Web, and tap into
social media Make phone calls, take pictures, and hold video chats Play music, movies, games, and more Your Galaxy
Tab S has so much to offer — it's not a computer, but it is so much more than a smartphone. Samsung Galaxy Tab S For
Dummies is the perfect guide to getting to know your Galaxy S tablet, so settle in and see what your tablet can do.
Get the most out of your iPhone X Apple's iPhone X represents such a radical departure from all previous models of the
globally known iPhone that it needs its own book to help users navigate the new features. Luckily, iPhone X For
Dummies is here to provide the guidance you need to figure out the features of your new iPhone and the software that
powers it. Written by the experts who've created all previous editions of iPhone For Dummies, this book takes a deep
dive into this fabulous new phone and its unique controls. It then delves into iOS 11 and how it works on the iPhone X. It
leaves no stone unturned and offers all the in-depth coverage you need to make your iPhone X work for you—right out of
the box! Control your iPhone X with iOS 11 gestures Explore advanced camera tools that produce stunning photos Set
up face recognition to access your phone with a smile Charge your iPhone wirelessly If you’ve invested in this awesome
new device, you deserve to get the very most out of it. And this book shows you how!
Zoom into the next generation of mobile pad technology with Xoom The buzz on Motorola's new Xoom tablet is that it's
made of some pretty powerful hardware and boasts a larger screen, higher resolution, and a more powerful, dual-core
CPU than other tablets on the market. On top of that, it runs on Android 3.0—the latest operating system designed
specifically for tablets. Get thoroughly up to speed on the unique Motorola Xoom and take advantage of all the amazing
things it can do with Motorola Xoom For Dummies. This full-color book is packed with practical how-tos, Xoom features,
smart techniques, and even insider info on the device, thanks to author Andy Rathbone's deep expertise. Learn how to
browse the web, download apps, access social networks, customize your Xoom, track down the handiest accessories,
and more. Gets you up to speed on the Motorola Xoom tablet Clarifies the basics of how to use it, how the technology
works, how to configure everything, and which ten free apps and ten paid apps you absolutely must have Delivers a full
slate of features, tips, tricks, and techniques, all in full color Walks you through basic training, browsing the web, sending
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and receiving e-mail, accessing social networks, downloading apps, using all the fun multimedia features—music, movies,
photos, and books—and more Explores how to maintain and customize your Xoom and includes a handy list of Ten Tips
'n Tricks Get the very most out of the exciting Motorola Xoom. This jam-packed, full-color For Dummies guide makes it
easy.
Your comprehensive (and very friendly!) reference guide to Android phones and tablets You’re used to hearing it said
that the phone in your pocket or tablet by your bed has more computing power than the entire Apollo 11 space program
in the 1960s (or something similarly impressive)—and this is no less true for Android devices than any other. Sounds
great—but what does that actually mean you can do with them? The new edition of Android For Dummies reveals all for
new and experienced users alike, making it easy to get the most out of the awesome computing power of Android
smartphone and tablet devices—from communications and pictures and videos to the wonderful world of 2.8+ million
Google apps! Cutting through the jargon, bestselling tech author Dan Gookin puts you in touch with all the Android
features you’ll need to know (and many more you’ll be pleased to discover!), from setup and configuration to the major
features, such as text, email, internet, maps, navigation, camera, and video, as well as synching with your home
computer. In addition to getting familiar with these and the latest Android 10 operating system (OS)—in both Google Pixel
and Samsung versions—you’ll become an expert on the best ways to share your thoughts, videos, and pictures on social
media, navigate with Android Auto when driving, and maintain your files so they’re orderly and easy to find. Explore
Android devices, from physical functions to software and online features Communicate via email, social media, Google
Duo video calls, and more Tweak your privacy settings to keep your information secure Use Android Auto when driving
and see in the dark with Night Light and Dark Mode Androids may be able to land a spacecraft on the Moon (yet) but
there’s a whole universe waiting right there in the device at your fingertips—and this book is the perfect place to begin to
explore!
Leverage the power of the bestselling Amazon tablet— the Fire The Fire Tablet is hot—as Amazon's premiere tablet, it has access
to a large music and video store, a growing app store, a massive library of e-books, and fast, easy one-click shopping. If you're the
proud new owner of the latest version of this popular tablet, this fun and friendly guide fuels the fire by helping you make the most
of its myriad features and capabilities. There's a ton of documentation and online support surrounding the Fire, but much of it is
lacking—not to mention packed with jargon that could make even a tech-guru's head spin. In Fire Tablets For Dummies, you'll get
easy-to-understand, thorough, and plain-English explanations of the features and topics you'll encounter as you cruise around your
cool new device. Shows you how to set up your Fire, navigate with the touchscreen, and connect to Wi-Fi Offers clear instruction
on browsing the web, receiving and sending email, and posting on Facebook Covers new services Amazon has instituted in the
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latest Fire Tablet model Provides up-to-date information on the latest and greatest apps available for your Fire tablet Whether you
want to play music, watch movies, read e-books, shop online, or download apps from the Amazon Appstore—or anything in
between—you'll want to keep Fire Tablets For Dummies close at hand to unlock the limitless potential of your tablet.
Beginning Android Tablet Programming starts off by showing how to get your system ready for Android tablet programming. You
won't need any previous Android experience, because you'll learn all about the basic structure of an Android program and how the
Android operating system works—and then you'll learn how to write your first Android tablet application from scratch! Beginning
Android Tablet Programming then equips you to build a set of interesting and fully-working Android tablet applications. These
projects will give you the inspiration and insights to build your own Android programs in the future. You'll be introduced to 2D
programming, and you'll see what you can do with a touch screen interface and the Honeycomb SDK. Of course, 3D programming
is even more alluring for many programmers. If that includes you, you'll learn about how Honeycomb has changed the game for
Android graphics programming, and get your first taste of 3D programming on an Android tablet. Lights, camera, action! You'll
learn along the way how Android Honeycomb gives you access, through your programming, to all those interesting sensors that
tablet computers are equipped with today—beyond the touch screen itself. You'll learn, for example, how you to use a tablet GPS
sensor to locate your car! You'll also discover how you can access files on your tablet—or on the web—through programming, and
then build on that insight to create your own file browser application. This Android project contains many useful coding techniques
appropriate for many situations you might encounter in your future programming Android tablet applications; you'll be glad to have
them under your belt. So do you want to write programs that can receive and send reminder messages via SMS? Do you want to
write your first 2D or 3D game on Android? Perhaps you'd like to write an application that sorts out all your contacts for you!
Beginning Android Tablet Programming introduces you to Android tablet programming, and shows how you can program your
Android tablet from scratch to do what you want!
Step-by-step instructions with callouts to photos that show you exactly what to do with the Galaxy Tab 2 10.1 and Galaxy Tab 2
7.0 Help when you run into Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 problems or limitations Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your
Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 working
just the way you want. Learn how to • Get started fast • Navigate Samsung Galaxy Tab 2’s Android operating system • Retrieve,
play, and manage music, video, podcasts, and audiobooks • Use Google Play as a portal to movies and TV content • Capture
higher quality photos and video • Surf the Web quickly with the built-in browser • Monitor news, weather, and stock prices •
Simplify your life with the Calendar and Contacts • Send email, text, and multimedia messages • Use your Galaxy Tab 2 as an
eReader • Find and share any destination with Maps, Navigation, Local, and Latitude • Discover, install, maintain, and work with
new Android apps • Extend your Galaxy Tab 2 with add-on hardware and accessories • Customize your tablet to reflect your
personal style and preferences • Keep your Galaxy Tab 2 software up to date, reliable, and running smoothly
This book focuses on Android technology for both phones and tablets. The difference between the two is slight, primarily that
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phones can place and receive phone calls and tablets feature more screen real estate. Beyond that, both devices work identically.
Indeed, the existing titles featured a lot of overlap. As with previous titles, this book covers Android technology for a beginner or
anyone who uses an Android mobile device and feels that the gizmo is getting the best of them This book documents all the
features of the Android phone and/or tablet, approaching them from the point of view of a smart person who is intimidated by the
technology and baffled by the scant documentation and online support. All topics for the Android will be covered, from setup and
configuration, to use of the phone features: texting, e-mailing, accessing the Internet, maps, navigation, camera and video,
synching with a PC, and expanding the device's potential with new software. As usual, humor is generously sprinkled throughout
the text. The accessible and fun writing style provides relief but never gets in the way of the book's important content. The reader
will end up keeping this book close, referring to it often as they explore the features of their Android phone or tablet. It covers all
the updates to the OS through the latest version release.
Within the last decade, smartphones have gone from something only technically savvy people enjoyed to a daily device that can
be used by anyone from children to grandparents. These days you are in the minority if you don't have a smartphone and are
missing out on all the wonderful things you can do with them. As these smartphones keep getting more advanced, some people
may find it hard to keep up with everything they can do and how to do even the simplest of tasks. Not everyone is a tech genius
and since our smartphones generally don't come with instruction guides we are left to figure it out on our own. The goal of this
book is to get you up and running on your smartphone without confusing you in the process or making you feel like a dummy.
Whether you are just getting started using a smartphone or have had one for some time and would like to become more proficient
in its operation this book will help you do so. Its written so people with no experience can easily grasp the concepts and people
with experience can gain some new skills and sharpen the ones they already have. Most importantly its filled with pictures to help
explain these concepts so you aren't left guessing how the words you are reading actually relate to using your phone. The
chapters in the book cover the following topics: Chapter 1 - What is a Smartphone Chapter 2 - Setting Up Your New Phone
Chapter 3 - The Home Screen Chapter 4 - Notifications Chapter 5 - Installing Apps Chapter 6 - Setting Up Email Chapter 7 Browsing the Internet Chapter 8 - Taking Pictures and Video Chapter 9 - Listening to MusicChapter 10 - Contacts Chapter 11 Making Phone Calls Chapter 12 - d104ing Chapter 13 - Configuring Your Phone's Settings Chapter 14 - Navigation Chapter 15 Security Chapter 16 - Tips and Tricks About the Author James Bernstein has been working with various companies in the IT field
since 2000, managing technologies such as SAN and NAS storage, VMware, backups, Windows Servers, Active Directory, DNS,
DHCP, Networking, Microsoft Office, Exchange, and more. He has obtained certifications from Microsoft, VMware, CompTIA,
ShoreTel, and SNIA, and continues to strive to learn new technologies to further his knowledge on a variety of subjects. He is also
the founder of the website OnlineComputerTips.com, which offers its readers valuable information on topics such as Windows,
networking, hardware, software, and troubleshooting. Jim writes much of the content himself and adds new content on a regular
basis. The site was started in 2005 and is still going strong today.
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A quick and easy reference to get the most out of your Android tablet It's not a computer and it's not a smartphone—so what in the
world is it? Whether you're new to Android or new to tablets altogether, you're about to experience mobile computing like never
before with this fun, full-color guide! In Android Tablets For Dummies, you'll find clear, easy-to-follow explanations for making
sense of all the features native to Android tablets, as well as model-specific guidance. Inside, trusted tech guru Dan Gookin—who
wrote the very first For Dummies book in 1991—walks you through setting up your Android tablet, navigating the interface, browsing
the web, setting up email, finding the best apps, and so much more. No matter which Android tablet tickles your fancy, this handson guide takes the intimidation out of the technology and gives you everything you need to make the most of your new device. Set
up your tablet, configure the Home screen, and get connected Surf the web, send and receive email and texts, and use video chat
and social media to keep in touch with family and friends Have fun with photos, videos, games, eBooks, music, and movies Get up
and running with the Nougat Operating System If you're eager to learn the ins and outs of your Android device—but don't want to
pull your hair out in the process—this one-stop guide has you covered.
Music, video, e-books, and e-mail — Kindle Fire HD does it all! Your Kindle Fire HD is small but mighty — just like this book! This
little book covers all the Kindle Fire HD basics — browsing the web and shopping online, connecting to a network, setting up and
using e-mail, downloading and running apps, watching videos, keeping up with magazines and newspapers, and even reading
books! Open the book and find: How to set up your device out of the box All the functionality of pre-installed apps Touchscreen
and data transfer tips Ways to manage your multimedia Help setting up wireless connectivity
Welcome to the Galaxy Popular for both work and play, Android tablets fill a useful niche between smartphone and computer.
Samsung’s Galaxy Tab kicks it up a notch, offering both hardware and software technology beyond its competitors. Samsung
enhances the basics—web, email, eReader, navigation, music, video, camera—and offers unique tools such as the Bixby assistant
and the high-tech S-Pen. Coupled with an envious design, Galaxy Tab is a formidable contender to other devices, offering features
you won’t find anywhere else. Samsung Galaxy Tab For Dummies helps you take full advantage of everything this sweet device
has to offer. Whether you’re looking to keep in touch with friends and family on social media, want a portable way to stay
connected to your work, or desire to read the latest potboiler or catch-up with the latest streaming TV drama, the Galaxy Tab
makes it possible—and this book shows you how. Set up and start using your new tablet Connect with email, video chat, and
explore social media Play games, enjoy music, watch movies and streaming TV Browse digital magazines and enjoy ebooks A
whole new galaxy awaits! Get ready to soak it all in!
An introduction to the tablet computer covers such topics as personalizing settings, voice commands, social networking, sharing and printing
photos, and video chatting.
Your full-color guide to all the things you need to know about your Android phone Congratulations on your new phone, and welcome to the
world of Android! Whether you're an old hat looking to make sense of a new model or a newbie who's too afraid to even take it out of the box,
this fun and friendly guide arms you with the knowledge to make your Android phone your minion. Written by popular and bestselling author
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Dan Gookin, this new edition of Android Phones For Dummies makes it easy to set up and configure your phone, get up and running with
texting and emailing, access the Internet, maps, and camera, navigate with GPS, synch with a PC, and so much more. Approaching all the
features of Android phones from the perspective of someone who's either new to technology or wary of working with a new device, this handson guide walks you through the basics and moves on to help you tackle more advances features, like dialing tricks to forward calls, working
with predictive text, accessing special characters, manipulating the touch screen, and using a USB connection to synchronize your stuff. Set
up your phone, get connected, and start browsing Shoot photos and videos, play games, and listen to music Keep in touch using email,
texting, and social media Get the scoop on Google Voice typing If you want to learn the ins and outs of your new Android phone in order to
get things done, you've come to the right place!
Need help with your new Android phone or tablet? Are you new to smartphones in general, or coming from an iPhone or Blackberry? The
Guide to Android for Seniors is a book written specifically for those who have difficulty using electronics, such as phones, personal
computers, and tablet computers. There is a wealth of knowledge about all types of Android devices in this book, regardless of the
manufacturer or model, and can be easily accessed and navigated for quick reference. Whether you are puzzled about managing your
electronic address book, or how to take and send a picture to a friend, you will find the information in this guide. The Internet is riddled with
advanced tips and tricks, but the goal of this book is to sort through the extra information to simplify your first experience with using an
Android phone or tablet. Help is here! Here are some examples of the topics discussed in this guide: - Charging the Device - Finding the
Android Buttons - Calling a Contact - Assigning a Speed Dial - Using the Speakerphone During a Voice Call - Adding a New Contact Composing a New Text Message - Adding an Attachment to a Text Message - Taking a Picture - Capturing a Video - Navigating to a Web
Page - Setting Up Email - Setting Up a Google Account - Buying an Application - Importing Your Contacts from Another Phone - Adjusting the
Brightness - Saving on Data Costs with Your Phone PLUS, what to do when the phone - Does not turn on - Can't make a call - Touchscreen
does not respond as expected ...and much more!
Use this friendly, full-color guide to make the most of the extraordinary Samsung Galaxy Note device! The Samsung Galaxy Note is the first
mobile device that successfully bridges the gap between a modern smartphone and a tablet. Nicknamed "phablet", it has an array of features
that could intimidate you without the help of this plain-English guide! Dan Gookin shows you how to set up and configure the Galaxy Note and
use the revolutionary "S" software that allows you to draw directly on the screen with the special stylus, or "S Pen". You'll also learn to use
both phone and tablet features, get online and use the web, text, make calls, shoot photos, get GPS directions, and all the rest, easily! The
Galaxy Note is a revolutionary concept that combines smartphone and tablet technology; this guide demystifies the complex technology so
you can take advantage of every feature Shows how to set up and configure the device, work with the interface, and use the unique "S"
software to write or draw directly on the touchscreen Covers all the phone features, including voicemail and texting, as well as basic tablet
features such as web browsing, e-mail, and social media Explores how to use the camera, make notes, get directions, play music,
synchronize and share content, use apps, and more Written by immensely popular author Dan Gookin, known for both technical expertise
and his friendly, easily understood style Samsung Galaxy Note For Dummies is just what you need to help you get up and running with your
fabulous new "phablet".
Android Tablets For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
Your full-color guide to putting your Android to work for you Your smartphone is essentially your lifeline—so it's no wonder you chose a simplePage 7/11
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to-use, fun-to-customize, and easy-to-operate Android. Cutting through intimidating jargon and covering all the features you need to know
about your Android phone, this down-to-earth guide arms you with the knowledge to set up and configure your device, get up and running
with texting and emailing, access the Internet, navigate with GPS, synch with a PC, and so much more. Whether you're new to Android
phones or have just upgraded to a new model, Android Phones For Dummies makes it fast and easy to make your new smartphone your
minion. Written by bestselling author Dan Gookin, it walks you through the basics in a language you can understand before moving on to
more advanced topics, like dialing tricks to forward calls, working with predictive text, accessing special characters, manipulating the touch
screen, and using a USB connection to synchronize your stuff. Set up your phone and configure its settings Play games, listen to music, and
start shooting photos and videos Join the conversation and have fun with social media Make your life easier with Google Voice typing No
matter how you slice it, life with an Android phone is more organized and fun—and this book shows you how to make the most of it.
Summary Android in Practice is a treasure trove of Android goodness, with over 90 tested, ready-to-use techniques including complete end-toend example applications and practical tips for real world mobile application developers. Written by real world Android developers, this book
addresses the trickiest questions raised in forums and mailing lists. Using an easy-to-follow problem/solution/discussion format, it dives into
important topics not covered in other Android books, like advanced drawing and graphics, testing and instrumentation, building and deploying
applications, and using alternative languages. About the Book It's not hard to find the information you need to build your first Android app.
Then what? If you want to build real apps, you will need some how-to advice, and that's what this book is about. Android in Practice is a rich
source of Android tips, tricks, and best practices, covering over 90 clever and useful techniques that will make you a more effective Android
developer. Techniques are presented in an easy-to-read problem/solution/discussion format. The book dives into important topics like
multitasking and services, testing and instrumentation, building and deploying applications, and using alternative languages. Purchase of the
print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also available is all code from the book. What's Inside
Techniques covering Android 1.x to 3.x Android for tablets Working with threads and concurrency Testing and building Using location
awareness and GPS Styles and themes And much more! This book requires a working knowledge of Java, but no prior experience with
Android is assumed. Source Code can be found at https://code.google.com/p/android-in-?practice/ Table of Contents PART 1
BACKGROUND AND FUNDAMENTALS Introducing Android Android application fundamentals Managing lifecycle and state PART 2 REAL
WORLD RECIPES Getting the pixels perfect Managing background tasks with Services Threads and concurrency Storing data locally
Sharing data between apps HTTP networking and web services Location is everything Appeal to the senses using multimedia 2D and 3D
drawing PART 3 BEYOND STANDARD DEVELOPMENT Testing and instrumentation Build management Developing for Android tablets
"Android is the operating system on a wide range of tablets, and it is one of the major players in this market. This determines the tablet's user
interface and also a lot of its functionality. The latest version of Android is 7.0 Nougat and improves upon what is already the most widely
used operating system for tablets. Android Tablets for Seniors in easy steps, 3rd Edition Looks at the range of devices available and their
specifications and functionality. Explains the Android operating system and how to use it on your tablet in terms of navigating around,
performing all of your favorite tasks, getting online and turning your tablet into a mobile library and entertainment center. Focuses on the
latest version of Android, 7.0 Nougat, and shows the enhancements that have been made over previous versions, such as multi-view
windows for viewing two apps at the same time, Quick Switch between apps, high-performance 3D graphics, a Doze feature for saving
battery power, a new range of settings for customizing Android, replying to notifications without having to open a different app and enhanced
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safety and security features." -Create awesome iOS and Android apps with a single tool! Flutter is an app developer’s dream come true. With Google’s open source toolkit,
you can easily build beautiful apps that work across platforms using a single codebase. This flexibility allows you to get your work out to the
widest possible audience. Flutter is already being used by thousands of developers worldwide in a market where billions of apps are
downloaded every year. Now is the right time to get ahead of the curve with this incredible tool. Flutter for Dummies is your friendly, groundup route to creating multi-platform apps. From how to construct your initial frameworks to writing code in Dart, you’ll find the essentials you
need to ride the Flutter revolutionary wave to success. This book includes guidance on how to create an intuitive and stunning UI, add
interactivity, and easily pull in data. You’ll also see how Flutter features like Hot Reload—providing sub-second refreshes as you refine your
work—help you make sure your app is a delight to use. · Start simple: follow steps to build a basic app · It’s alive! Keep connected to online
data · It moves! Make things fun with animated features · Get the word out: use tips to expand your audience Whether you’re a fledgling
developer or an expert wanting to add a slick feather to your programming cap, join the Flutter revolution now and soar above the rest!
Introduces the features of Android smartphones, covering such topics as configuring the phone, using the touchscreen, communication
options, browsing the Internet, social networking, and downloading and using applications.
Experience all your Android device has to offer! Teach Yourself VISUALLY Android Phones and Tablets, 2nd Edition is the perfect resource if
you are a visual learner who wants to master the ins and outs of the Android operating system. With step-by-step instructions driven by
targeted, easy-to-understand graphics, this informative book shines a light on the features, functions, and quirks of the Android OS—and
shows you how to use them. With the guidance provided by this easy to follow resource, you will quickly access, download, and enjoy books,
apps, music, and video content, as well as photos, emails, and other forms of media, right from your phone or tablet! This book is perfect for
Android users at beginner to intermediate levels. The Android operating system is graphics intensive, which is why a visual guide is the best
way to navigate your Android device. Now that the Android OS is available on both phones and tablets, you can maximize the productivity
and convenience of your devices by mastering the features, functions, and quirks of this operating system. Explore the latest Android features
and functions Peruse full-color illustrations that walk you, step-by-step, through instructions for using the Android operating system Discover
how to access, download, and enjoy multimedia content Sync your Android devices to maximize their capabilities Teach Yourself VISUALLY
Android Phones and Tablets, 2nd Edition is the top resource for visual learners wanting to further explore the capabilities of Android devices.
Providing clear, easy-to-follow explanations for making sense of all the features native to Android tablets, this hands-on guide takes the
intimidation out of the technology and gives you everything you need to make the most of your new device. -Egal welches Android-Tablet Sie Ihr eigen nennen - ob von Samsung, Google oder Amazon, um nur einige Hersteller zu nennen -, in diesem
Buch erfahren Sie, wie Sie alles aus Ihrem Gerät herausholen können. Richten Sie Ihr Tablet gemäß Ihren Bedürfnissen ein, surfen Sie im
Internet, lesen Sie Ihre Mails, nutzen Sie soziale Netzwerke wie Facebook, Instagram und Twitter, laden Sie Apps, Musik, Bücher und Filme
auf Ihr Tablet, finden Sie alle wichtigen Funktionen und noch ein paar mehr. Dieses Buch führt Sie in die verborgenen Tiefen Ihres AndroidTablets. Es geht auf die Funktionen ein, über die jedes Android-Tablet verfügt, auf Besonderheiten einzelner Geräte und auf die neuen
Features der Nougat-Version. Wenn Sie alle Tablet-Tricks beherrschen wollen, aber nicht so viel Zeit investieren können, dann ist dieses
Buch genau das richtige für Sie.
Learn the basics of programming with C with this fun and friendly guide! C offers a reliable, strong foundation for programming and serves as
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a stepping stone upon which to expand your knowledge and learn additional programming languages. Written by veteran For Dummies
author Dan Gookin, this straightforward-but-fun beginner's guide covers the fundamentals of using C and gradually walks you through more
advanced topics including pointers, linked lists, file I/O, and debugging. With a special focus on the subject of an Integrated Development
Environment, it gives you a solid understanding of computer programming in general as you learn to program with C. Encourages you to
gradually increase your knowledge and understanding of C, with each chapter building off the previous one Provides you with a solid
foundation of understanding the C language so you can take on larger programming projects, learn new popular programming languages,
and tackle new topics with confidence Includes more than 100 sample programs with code that are adaptable to your own projects Beginning
Programming with C For Dummies assumes no previous programming language experience and helps you become competent and
comfortable with the fundamentals of C in no time.
If you thought your phone was smart, you should see the new Android tablets! Based on Android 3 Honeycomb, these tablets provide all the
computing power you'll need on a device light enough to carry wherever you go. Get the most out of your Android 3.0 Honeycomb tablet with
Android Tablets Made Simple—learn all the key features, understand what’s new, and utilize dozens of time-saving tips and tricks. Android
Tablets Made Simple includes over 500 pages of easy-to-read instructions and over 1,000 carefully annotated screen shots to guide you to
Android tablet mastery. You’ll never be left wondering, “How did they do that?” This book guides you through: Finding and purchasing the
right Android tablet Understanding the Android Honeycomb interface Downloading and using tablet apps
The march of the Android-based tablets has begun, including Galaxy Samsung Tab, Motorola XOOM, Nook and more. But where do you
start? And what can you do with an Android tablet? Taking Your Android Tablets to the Max is a one-stop shop for users of all skill levels,
helping you get the most out of any Android tablet. This book offers: A breakdown of the differences between an Android 2.0+ or an Android
3.0 device Tips for choosing the best device for you and how to best network (i.e., best wireless carrier for 3G or 4G or just WIFI) Detailed
walkthroughs on how to get the most out of your tablet and the apps for it
The Instant New York Times bestseller A TODAY Show Read with Jenna Book Club Pick A captivating debut novel about the tangled fates of
two best friends and daughters of the Italian mafia, and a coming-of-age story of twentieth-century Brooklyn itself. Two daughters. Two
families. One inescapable fate. Sofia Colicchio is a free spirit, loud and untamed. Antonia Russo is thoughtful, ever observing the world
around her. Best friends since birth, they live in the shadow of their fathers’ unspoken community: the Family. Sunday dinners gather them
each week to feast, discuss business, and renew the intoxicating bond borne of blood and love. But the disappearance of Antonia’s father
drives a whisper-thin wedge between the girls as they grow into women, wives, mothers, and leaders. Their hearts expand in tandem with
Red Hook and Brooklyn around them, as they push against the boundaries of society’s expectations and fight to preserve their complex but
life-sustaining friendship. One fateful night their loyalty to each other and the Family will be tested. Only one of them can pull the trigger
before it’s too late.
More physicists today are taking on the role of software developer as part of their research, but software development isn’t always easy or
obvious, even for physicists. This practical book teaches essential software development skills to help you automate and accomplish nearly
any aspect of research in a physics-based field. Written by two PhDs in nuclear engineering, this book includes practical examples drawn
from a working knowledge of physics concepts. You’ll learn how to use the Python programming language to perform everything from
collecting and analyzing data to building software and publishing your results. In four parts, this book includes: Getting Started: Jump into
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Python, the command line, data containers, functions, flow control and logic, and classes and objects Getting It Done: Learn about regular
expressions, analysis and visualization, NumPy, storing data in files and HDF5, important data structures in physics, computing in parallel,
and deploying software Getting It Right: Build pipelines and software, learn to use local and remote version control, and debug and test your
code Getting It Out There: Document your code, process and publish your findings, and collaborate efficiently; dive into software licenses,
ownership, and copyright procedures
Explore your phone without exploring the whole galaxy There are a ton of features on an Android smartphone - probably more than you have
the time (or desire) to learn. This book is perfect for anyone looking for the essentials to operating a phone running the Android operating
system. With larger-print type and full-color images, this book walks you through the steps of turning your phone into a communications,
photography, and media streaming powerhouse without wasting your time on the features you may never use. You'll even pick up a few tricks
to show off to friends and family. Inside... Navigate your smartphone's controls Get acquainted with the Android software Fill up your phone
with your frequent contacts Zip off email and text messages Shoot pro-quality photos and videos Stream music and video
This resource starts with a detailed look at the different versions of Android, and the range of models of phones that are available. It also
explains the relationship with Google and the services that can be used with an Android phone.
The A to Z guide to getting the most from your iPad Your iPad is a magical piece of technology connecting you to the rest of the world pretty
much anytime and anywhere. Super thin and (well, almost) light as a feather, it allows you to keep up with your day to day duties, stay in
touch with family and friends, catch up with work, relax with books and movies, or even create your own works of art! Given all it’s capable
of, it’s essential to have a guide to help you make the most of your device. The latest edition of iPad and iPad Pro for Dummies helps users
of all experience levels navigate this amazing looking glass. Assuming no prior knowledge, it takes you from the basics—including getting to
know the iPad and adding useful accessories such as keyboards and pencils—to setting up email, connecting with other devices, maintaining
files, and researching and installing the best apps for you. Discover the simple steps to get up and running Make your iPad work better and
faster for you Explore the features of the brand new iPadOS Get easy fixes to common problems Pick up your copy today and find out just
how sweet life in Apple tablet form can be!
Everything you need to know about your Android smartphone?in full color! Eager to learn the ins and outs of your exciting, new Android
phone? Then this is the book you need! Written in the typical fun and friendly For Dummies style, this full-color guide covers the basics of all
the features of Android phones without weighing you down with heavy technical terms or jargon. Veteran world-renowned author Dan Gookin
walks you through everything from getting started with setup and configuration to making the most of your phone's potential with texting, emailing, accessing the Internet and social networking sites, using the camera, synching with a PC, downloading apps, and more. Covers all
the details of the operating system that applies to every Android phone, including Motorola Droids, HTC devices, Samsung Galaxy S phones,
to name a few Walks you through basic phone operations while also encouraging you to explore your phone's full potential Serves as an ideal
guide to an inexperienced Android newbie who is enthusiastic about getting a handle on everything an Android phone can do Android Phones
For Dummies helps you get smarter with your Android smartphone.
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